Description

This position is based in Fairfield, CA (US) and reports to the Director of Logistics located in St. Louis, MO (US). This role will be 80% tactical and 20% strategic. The role will have direct responsibility for shipment planning and execution within the TMS software platform. These tasks will include routing, rating, carrier selection, tender notifications and track and trace for all shipments for assigned branch locations. All aspects of the transportation execution function will be the responsibility of the Sr. Logistics Analyst.

Analytical, can work within an ERP system
Microsoft Dynamics A/X
Excel, Access
CPIM desired
5-7 years experience
BS required

Service levels and carrier performance management will be an integral portion of the position. The Sr. Logistics Analyst will conduct performance evaluations and service agreement reviews with defined carriers, and will develop plans for ongoing performance improvement where needed.

This position will also help define logistics models to include cost and service improvement opportunities for their assigned branch locations. This may include new carrier assessment and lane specific contract management.

Essential Duties and Responsibilities:

- Full understanding of transportation in relation to TL, LTL, and broker networks
- Work within systems (Microsoft Dynamic A/X, TMS, Excel) to execute daily activities and analyze data
- Perform under tight deadlines
- Customer focused both to internal and external customers
- Analyze distribution models and freight forwarder lanes for cost optimization / cost reduction
- Maintain and manage carrier performance

Qualifications

Bachelor’s degree in Logistics, Supply Chain, Transportation, Operations Management, or Business

- 5 to 7 years related experience preferred
- Microsoft Dynamics A/X experience preferred
- Good teamwork skills, ability to problem solve, and have strong analytical skills
- Strong organizational skills to manage multiple tasks with short deliverable time frame
- Project management skills
- Excellent written and oral communication skills
- Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Outlook) skills preferred
- Understanding of ERP system integration with outside software models (TMS)

This position will be wholly employed by nVision Global while being physically onsite at TricorBraun and taking daily work direction from the TricorBraun team.